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VelocityEHS is the right
solution for Ember resources
“The entire rollout was smooth and whenever
we’ve had a hitch or concern, VelocityEHS has
addressed it immediately.”

Amy Tetz

Ember Resources
• Canada’s largest producer of methane
• Over 10,000 wells and facilities
• VelocityEHS customer since 2015

Safety Training Coordinator | Ember Resources
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immediately. To have a team come out
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and do a follow up when you need it is a tremendous value. Most times with companies,
when you sign up for something you pay the invoice and then you don’t hear from them
again. We’ve never worried about that happening with VelocityEHS.”
After implementation, Ember Resources began immediately noticing a positive impact
on its incident management, audit, and other EHS functionalities.

Benefits of VelocityEHS
Simplicity
What makes VelocityEHS different? We focus
relentlessly on ensuring your solutions are easyto-use. Well-designed, intuitive software gets
used. Your people get engaged quicker, which
means you derive value quicker.

“It was like night and day after installation,” confirms Mr. Bolin. “Not only were the big
efficiencies there, but there were little benefits that emerged too. For example, our field
staff no longer had to handwrite hazard IDs and then submit them to be entered into
another data base, which eliminated duplication of work for them as well as our safety
coordinators. They really liked that.”
“It has saved us time in other ways,” adds Ms. Tetz. “The interactive interface is very simple
to follow, so everything goes faster. You enter the incident, and you’re done. To complete
an incident in the VelocityEHS modules takes just a few minutes. Under our old way of
doing things, it was more like fifteen or twenty.”
Mr. Bolin concludes by emphasizing the extent to which the VelocityEHS solution has
quickly become central to EHS workflow at Ember Resources thanks to the enhanced
monitoring and tracking of tasks, risks, and requirements it provides.
“It really gave us a one stop shop to track data points, hazard information, and
everything else we need to keep an eye on,” says Mr. Bolin. “It’s made things a lot easier
to manage. Some of the new functions that we did not have before include the ability
to add pictures or documents as attachments to reports, or have automatic notifications
and due dates sent as part of the assignment process. In every way you can think of, it’s
been a pretty big positive.”

HELPING OIL & GAS COMPANIES
ACHIEVE THEIR EHS GOALS
VelocityEHS is committed to helping companies in the Oil & Gas Industry achieve their
environment, health, safety and sustainability goals faster by delivering a solution that is
easy to implement, simple to use, and drives engagement across the organization. As a
longtime partner of many oil and gas companies, we understand intimately the pressures
our customers face in controlling operational, regulatory, and health and safety risks. To
that end, our comprehensive EHS platform includes solutions for incident management,
audits & inspections, chemical management, compliance management, management of
change and training management.
Find out today why so many oil and gas customers already trust VelocityEHS to improve
their EHS and sustainability footprints and protect their bottom lines!
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Speed
Not only does our software provide valuable time
savings across your organization, our implementations take less time, cost less money, and are more
successful than traditional software systems.
Unparalleled Customer Service
Implementing the VelocityEHS Platform is the
beginning of a partnership, not the end of a
transaction. Our customer case specialists stand
ready to give you expert advice and best-practice
approaches to solving your EHS challenges.
Scalability
You get best-of-breed functionality right out of the
box - yet our products can be tailored to meet your
unique requirements. You get the flexibility to scale
your system with your business needs - start with
your most critical needs and grow from there.
Value
Our software pricing structure is straightforward,
competitive, and encourages organization-wide
adoption by avoiding per-user licensing.
Help You to Do What You Do Better!
Our goal is to eliminate the time-consuming
challenge of tackling EHS data manually, allowing
you to respond to challenges confidently and
effectively. This frees up your time to focus on the
critical issues that drive business performance and
impact your core goals.

Call Us Today
Toll Free: 1.866.919.7922
Or visit us online at: www.EHS.com

